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342 

  
 

September  28, 2019 

 

POLICE CHIEF WANTS A BIGGER FOOTPRINT:  I have to say that the last three 

police chiefs in Town and Country, Pat Kranz, Gary Hoelzer and Acting Chief Bob 

Arthur were all fairly low key and reserved. The new chief, Jim Cavins may not follow 

exactly in their footsteps. 

 

At the recent September Police/Fire/EMS Commission meeting Chief Cavins stated that 

he wanted to “Increase Town & Country Police Department’s Footprint in the St. Louis 

Area.”   

 

I’m not sure exactly what that means.  The city is about 11,000 wealthy people in mostly 

big houses on large lots, small commercial areas, a hospital with adjoining medical 

buildings with its own security force and no public high schools. The town does have 

parts of two major Interstate Highways that officers were recently removed from doing a 

large volume of Interstate traffic enforcement.  I’m not sure what size footprint you 

would leave or if the residents even wanted one. 

 

Having worked for a Police Department in a town even wealthier than Town and 

Country I found residents wanted three main things: 

 

1)  Show up within 3-to-5 minutes of being called 

 

2)  Drive by their house a couple times a day 

 

3)  Walk around their house when they are on vacation (40 years ago a group of 

burglars would watch from a distance which houses an officer would walk around while 

the residents were on vacation.  They then would come back and break-in.  Times have 

changed over the years with more and better alarms systems) 

 

Here are a few other items covered by the Chief: 
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Body Cams:  A police department of one of the wealthiest communities in the State of 

Missouri still does not have body cameras. The cameras protect officers proving if there 

was a need for the use of force.  They protect the public as they make a record of police 

actions in the event an officer violates the law or rules and regulations.  It protects the 

taxpayers against false lawsuits claiming either excessive force to win settlements or 

get off of felony charges.  

 

The body cam program is being handled by REJIS (Regional Justice Information 

Systems) on a regional basis for departments who can afford to participate.  While in-

car videos can be stored by each department the body cams are different.  

 
 

There is a lot less recording time with the car camera.  It is not on all the time, like the 

body cams.  The car cams come on when the red lights are turned on or when an officer 

specifically turns it on. However the storage of body cam video has recently become 

easier and has dropped in price. 

 

Chief Cavins said they were told by REJIS it would be another six to eight months 

before the long delayed body cam program would be up and running.  He added the 

department was waiting on a grant to buy the body cams.  

 

He said the department could not store all the video produced by the body cams.  He 

added if the grant to buy the camera fell through it would not be until 2021 for the 

department to budget for the cameras.  

 

St. Louis County just announced it would equip all of its 700-plus uniform officers with 

body camera.  Chief Jon Belmar said the total cost including video storage would be 

$5,000,000.  

 

Now if Town and Country can afford to spend $10,000,000 for the “Dalton Disaster” 

(also known as Mayor Dalton’s project, the Town Square, where there are no 

businesses in the larger retail spaces and no one is showing up,) you’d think they could 

put up the money for police body cams.  But priorities in the “World of Jon Dalton and 

the Board of Aldermen” are somewhat different.    
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Speaking of police video, Chief Cavins said he is budgeting in 2020 to replace the in-car 

videos that have been in the police cars for five years and are getting worn out. 

 

CHIEF CAVINS CHANGING CAR DEALERS:  While Town and Country will continue to 

purchase new vehicles for patrol cars which are currently SUVs, he said he will start 

buying used cars for detective and admin unmarked cars.  His new used car dealer of 

choice?  It is the “Kansas Highway Patrol!” 

 

The KHP used to operate two-tone patrol cars, meaning a paint job would be required to 

turn one into a detective car.  That has changed.    

 
 

The KHP is now driving solid white cars and a lot of Dodge Chargers. 

 

 
 

Chief Cavins said he can currently purchase a 2018 Dodge Charger with 41,000-to 

45,000 miles on the odometer for $21,000. 40-years ago police department would buy 

new cars and when mileage was between 45,000 and 70,000 they would be turned into 

detective or admin cars.   But then cars did not do well after 100,000 miles. Police cars 

have so much idle time that 50,000 miles is like 100,000 miles on the engine.  This is 

more true in highway patrol cars. 45,000 miles on a Kansas Highway Patrol car is not a 

true indicator of engine running time.  The other problem is you have to pay to ship the 

cars here or send a number of officers to Kansas to pick them up. 
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However, over the years cars have improved and now you can get 200,000 to 225,000 

miles on a regular car and up to 130,000 miles on a police car. 

 

The other interesting thing is that the Town and Country Police dropped Dodge 

Chargers from their fleet in recent years.  The reasons were too little interior room and 

some dependability issues.  

 

MAJOR CASE SQUAD:  Chief Cavins was a head of the Illinois Major Case Squad.  

Now that he is in Missouri he has announced that he is sending his top two assistants to 

the Major Squad classes in late March of 2020. 

 

Lt. John Flanagan and Lt. Michael DeFore (my wakeup call guy) will be made members 

of the St. Louis (Missouri) Major Case Squad.  The unusual thing about this is normally 

detectives and detective supervisors are the people made part of Major Case Squad 

activities not platoon commanders of uniform patrol officers. 

 

Chief Cavins told the Commissioners at the September meeting that that three 

detectives from the detective bureau were all Major Case qualified, but in event there is 

a Major Case call up and none of the three can go he wanted extras to send in their 

place.  

 

The interesting thing is when you sent your two platoon supervisors to the school at the 

same time suddenly you don’t have any.  However the police department is planning 

promotions in the near future prior to the Major Case Squad school. 

 

POLICE YARD SIGNS:  I don’t know if people in Town and Country are really crazy 

about more yard signs even if it the police telling them what to do.  Chief Cavins has 

three “Lock It or Lose It” yard signs that he plans to move around town. 

 
 

Here is the problem:  You want to have as few words as possible on a yard sign if you 

want motorists to see it.  This sign is much too busy.  You can see the LOCK IT, but the 
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“OR LOSE IT” at 35 MPH is tough.  All the additional stuff is impossible to read and 

takes away from the message. 

 

 One is on the Longview Park City property.  The other one I saw was on Topping Road 

in the road easement in front of the Imo’s estate. Sure Topping Road is a city road and 

the sign is in the easement.  However the Imos did buy houses in front of their main 

property, tore down the houses, brought in dirt and then sod.  They wanted to have a 

nice huge front yard.  I’m not sure they were looking forward to a police department sign 

being in the yard. 

 

 
The Imo’s front yard on Topping Road, 

   
It would be difficult for someone walking let along driving to read the bottom line on the 

“Lock It or Lose It” sign.   
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MOURNING BADGE COVERS:  I recently noticed that officers including the chief were 

wearing mourning badge covers.  They are a piece of black nylon you place over your 

badge when an area officer is killed.  It is normally worn until the funeral.  

     
Officers normally wear one when there is an area police fatality.   I literally worn out my 

badge cover over two years when I was a police captain in the Washington, DC area.   

In November of 1994 two FBI agents and a DC Police Sergeant all assigned to a DC 

Homicide squad were shot and killed at the DC Police HQ when a man came in an 

opened fire. In 1995 there were 5 DC and Maryland Police Officers killed, plus I 

attended funerals of federal officers from Maryland killed in the Oklahoma City Federal 

Building bombing. 

 

Here is the list of officers killed in the line of duty in recent years.          
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If you wear the mourning badge cover for two or three days per death, Town and 

County officer’s badges will be covered for nine months a year and in most cases 

residents will have no idea why.  

 

CLARENDALE OF TOWN & COUNTRY PART II: We did not have room for the entire 

Clarendale of T&C Part II Planning & Zoning meeting story in our last newsletter.  At 

that time we reported that : 

 

1)  Mayor Jon Dalton was on the dais creating a possible ethics violation since as a 

lobbyist he represents 12 nursing homes in Missouri and as a lawyer he had been the 

legal representative on file with the Department of Health and Senior Services for the 

nearby Stonecrest Senior living facility.  

 

2) The developer made major changes to the plans. 

 

3)  A large number of nearby residents still voiced opposition despite the changes. 

 

3)  The P&Z Commission did not vote on the matter, instead they continued it to the 

October meeting, giving Ryan Development a chance to revise the plans again.  

 

Now the Rest of the Story: 

 

   Dave Erickson  Ryan Companies 

 

David Erickson of the planned developer, the Ryan Companies, made the trip down 

from Minneapolis. 

 

He made these points: 
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1)  While the current National Health Care was 281 beds, Clarendale has reduced their 

planned units from 198 to187.  However, some units that are just “senior living” units 

could have two bedrooms for guests. 

 

2)   The signage on Clayton Road will be reduced in size.  

 

3)  A WB right turn lane and a center left turn lane would be added to be sure the facility 

does not affect traffic flow.  (This addition caused people in opposition of the project to 

say this proves Clarendale would increase traffic flow in the area.  A number of 

residents at Clarendale would still have their cars.) 

 

4)  They would add a bus stop bench in front of the building for employees waiting for 

busses and add a pet drinking fountain for residents walking their dogs.  

 

5)  The employee parking would be removed from the rear of the complex to the front 

away from nearby homes.   

 

6)  A planned paved driveway around the building for Fire and EMS vehicles would be 

replaced by grass pavers and not open to regular traffic. 

 

7)   The height of the building would be reduced. 

 

8)  Project would add jobs. Erickson mentioned construction jobs, which is B.S. since 

they disappear.  Maybe Erickson is playing to a trade labor union crowd. There is 

already staff at the NHC nursing home.  Clarendale might add some additional jobs, but 

not a huge amount.  

 

9)  Ryan Companies plans to have 45 large trees as buffers between the facility and 

neighbor homes.  Erickson said this is over the zoning requirements. However, large 

trees are not all that large when they are first planted.  

 

10)  The cost of the project would be $65,000,000 making a marked improvement over 

the deteriorating 57-year-old NHC facility. 
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(I love the fact there are only 3-cars shown in this rendering of the proposed building.) 

 

Questions from the P&Z Commissioners: 

 

NEED:  Ald. Tiffany Frautschi said when Stonecrest, the senior living facility associated 

with the ethically challenged Town and Country mayor, Jon Dalton, was approved there 

were already 750 surplus units available statewide.  She asked what the surplus is now. 

 

 Erickson said he did not know.  He added they have not applied for a certificate of need 

until they get zoning approved. 

 

That question would be answered an hour later when Maria de Villa owner and CEO 

Fred Wiesehan stepped up to make a comment and added he had just checked on 

surplus Missouri Senior Housing units with the Division of Health & Senior Services and 

the number is currently 1,407. 
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 Fred Wisehan, CEO of Maria de Villa Senior Living and 

Nursing located across the street from NHC and the proposed Clarendale of T&C.  

 

Frautschi also mention that the Clarendale plans for parking do not meet the zoning 

code requirement . (They are at least 20 spaces shy of meeting the code.)  She 

continued the city allowed Stonestone not to have enough spaces and she has recently 

seen Stonecrest employees parking in customers’ places at the Schnucks’ Plaza 

located next to Stonecrest.  

 

There were many more P&Z members comments and questions after public statements 

were taken. 

 

       
 

     
 

Dorothy Brown at 14008 Clayton Road said despite the developers’ claims of meeting 

several times with the neighbors, they never met with the neighbors in houses across 

the street on Clayton Road. She added that the additional traffic would be a burden. 
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Her husband Ben Brown spoke next.  He gave his address of 14008 Clayton Road 

“CHESTERFIELD” apparently believing his zip code has moved him out of Town and 

Country. I was so amused that I did not pay attention to what he said. 

 

Kathryn Russell of 1008 Alsace Ct. stated while most of the residents at the NHC 

nursing home don’t drive, many at Clarendale will be driving. “Imagine how much more 

dangerous it will be with more senior drivers on the streets,” she said.  She then added 

that the placing of the planned buildings on the property (13 acres) was “like cramming 

a size 11 foot into a size 6 shoe.”    

 

Her husband, Jeffrey Russell, an attorney with Bryan Cave  spoke next.  (An earlier 

memo by Russell appeared in our July 27 Newsletter #388   

http://johnhoffmann.net/combined_280.pdf ) 

 

Russell read from a five page document.  His top point was the PDDs (Planned 

Development District) should be a several uses such as retail, office building and 

residential housing, not just one purpose that currently violates code. “The proposed 

use of a PDD at this site is an abuse of that mechanism,” he read.  “By ordinance PDDs 

are intended to allow ‘more creative, efficient and aesthetically desirable design and 

placement” of development features.” 

 

“Is it fair to ask whether the community needs another senior citizen facility? Large 

developments have already been constructed in the City,” Russell read near his closing 

remarks.  (Of course in fairness, the Clarendale would replace an existing facility 

without providing the advanced nursing care.)  

 

Jeff Whittmaier of Millfield Court submitted a petition with 40 signatures of people 

opposing the project. 

 

Grandville White of Summer Hill Lane opposed the project, but made an interesting 

observation concerning The Clarendale of Town and Country and the recently 

withdrawn plans for the senior living proposal The Arbors of Town and Country.  As 

cleaver marketing these people use ‘Town and Country’ as if it was a brand name.” 

 

Mark McNulty of Westmoor Place was the lone person to speak in favor of the project.  

“I think this would be a good facility for my mother-in-law.  They would allow our senior 

citizens to stay in Town and Country after they sell their houses,” he said.  

 

Regina Shapiro of 14024 Montrachet Lane had perhaps the most bizarre comments of 

the night. 

http://johnhoffmann.net/combined_280.pdf
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“I’m a single person with two-dogs, thank God for my dogs.  This is an invitation to 

burglars. A buffer would just aid burglars.  I’m not a complainer, but this will increase the 

crime rate,” she said.  (I wasn’t sure where the burglars would be coming from.  If they 

would be residents of the senior villas, new employees at Clarendale or criminals using 

the new “employee parking lot.)     

 

P&Z Commissioner Comments:  

 

Dennis Bolazina:  I think I would have moved the villas to the back of the site nearer 

the residences (home in abutting subdivisions) and move the building closer to Clayton 

Road. 

 

Andy Kuchan:  I will give Ryan Company credit for coming here in July and then 

changing their plans. 

 

Dr. Gary Omell:  I know contrary to popular opinion, I do come here with an open mind. 

What is the cost to tear down the existing building (NHC)? 

 

Dave Erickson said he did not know but it would be considerable.    

  

Omell:  What will it (NHC) look like in 10 years?  But listening to the neighbors was a 

positive experience. 

 

George Stock, of Stock Engineering working for Ryan Developers got up and made a 

statement.  “There is currently a senior living facility on the property.  We would not be 

here if there wasn’t,” he said. 

 

Jon “Ethically Challenged” Dalton:  I need a better explanation on why this city 

should be considering this?  You ask us to change a zoning code before you know from 

the Department of Health & Senior Services if there is a certificate of need for this 

proposal. (Of course the company Dalton was working for three-years ago got a zoning 

change to build a nursing home on commercial property.) 

 

Chairman Rob Cima:  What if NHC goes out of business.  This is a concern of mine.  

No home builder is going to be able to afford to tear down the NHC buildings. 

 

Amanda Mueller:  This is a major undertaking to take down this property. The 

comprehensive plan is not law, it is a guideline.   
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Dalton:  I see significant problems.  The ordinance in front of the commission is not a 

guideline. 

 

Dr. Omell made a motion to continue the matter.  It passed on a 6-2 vote with Ald. 

Tiffany Frautschi and Shelia Munsell voting against the continuance. 

 

   

TOWN SQUARE VERSUS TWO NEARBY PARKS:  For the third weekend we 

checked out of the activity at the $9.8-millionTown Square and two nearby parks.  

 

 
Queeny Park  (Partial view and numbers) Friday 09/20/19 6: 23   Upper Lot 17 cars 

 

 
Queeny Park Dog Park Friday  09/20/19  14 cars  total Mason Road side of QP 31 cars 

 

 
Longview Upper Lot  Friday 09/20/19  6:18pm   

 
Longview Farm park (partial view) lower lot Friday 6:18pm  total cars 33 
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Town Square Friday 09/20/19 6:10 pm 1 car apparently belonging to employee at 

Mason Woods Village Shopping Center  

   
Town Square SE view of 31 geese 09/20/19 6:10pm 

 
Town Square different group of 19 geese 9/20/19  6:10pm  Total Geese 50  Total 

People 0  

  

 
Queeny Park Upper lots Sat 09/21/19 5:45pm  40 cars Dog Park: 4  total 44 
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Longview Upper Lot Sat 09/21/19 5:39pm 

 also on Longview upper lot 

 

 
Longview Sat 09/21/19 5:39pm  north side lower lot 

 

 
Longview Sat 09/21/19  5:39pm  south side lower lot  total cars Longview Park 52 
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Town Square Sat 09/21/19 5:31PM  2 cars belonging  to employees closing the Cha-Boutique  

 

 
 

 

Two photos covering entire group of 35 geese Town Sq 9/21/19 5:32pm. People in the 

Square:  ZERO 

 

 
Queeny Park Sunday 9/22 5:35  rainy Upper Lot 3 cars (one out of view) 

 
Q.P. Dog park Rainy Sunday 3  total Queeny Park 6 cars 
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Longview Park  Rainy Sunday 9/22  5:35   1 car  

 

 
Town Square  Rainy Sunday 9/22 5:20  At first it appeared as if the car count was zero. 

But we discovered one car with a male and a female occupant. They drove off after I 

drove by on the bottom parking lot.  

 

   
 

Cars Friday, Sat & Sun 09/20-22 

 

Day   Oueeny Upper Lot Dog PK  Total     Longview Park Town Sq  Geese 

Fri      6:23    17                14           31        6:18     34        6:10    1        50 

Sat     5:45    40                  4           44        5:39     52        5:31    2        35 

Sun    5:35      3 Rainy        3             6        5:30       1        5:20    1         0    

 

 

CORRECTION SORT OF:  Maybe I misunderstood, but here is Ald. Tiffany Frautschi’s 

email about bringing up storm water projects taking place on private property. She did 
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say she asked if halting storm water projects for six months to study the ongoing 

problems at their source.   Here is an email she sent me: 

 

Good morning John.   

Thanks for covering the Ward 2 Forum in your newsletter. Just a quick note that you 

inaccurately attributed the question of whether or not we should do storm water projects on 

private property to me.  My comment was that I would like to conduct a watershed study of our 

city in order to better understand how to stop storm water issues at their source, correcting 

multiple down stream issues at one time. I also mentioned that I made this recommendation to 

a Chair of the Infrastructure Review Task Force.  After I made those comments an attendee 

mentioned some questions with whether or not the City should be paying for stormwater 

projects on private property.  I then explained the ballot initiative that allowed for a sales tax to 

pay for that very thing and that this would just be a way to correct multiple issues at one time 

and prevent future issues by understanding the whole watershed so that we can ensure future 

development takes the study into account as they design their stormwater mitigation systems. 

Thanks again for covering the forum! 

Tiffany 

 

After this monthly meeting for Ward-2 residents as I was leaving the Longview 

Farmhouse a person made a statement and asked a question. 

 

“I see that Tiffany has become a politician.  When did that happen?”  

 

VOTE TO CHANGE COMMISSION NAME WAS 4-TO-1, BUT IT FAILED!     

 

 
 

On Monday September 23 there were only five alderpersons present for the meeting.  

Skip Mange had quit the meeting before, Dr. Matt Reuter and Jon Benigas were both 

absent.  Before them was a bill based on a task force’s recommendation to change the 

name of the Police, Fire & EMC Commission to the Public Safety Commission. 
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A week earlier the Commission voted 9-0 not to change the name, desperately wanting 

to keep POLICE in the title.  Ald. Lindsey Butler mentioned this.  The vote was 4-to-1 to 

change the name to the Public Safety Commission and it failed! (Butler voted NO) 

 

There was not a majority of the eight aldermanic seats (five of eight) voting for the 

ordinance so it failed. 

 

DALTON PLANS ANNOUNCEMENTS:  I’m not sure which game show host Mayor Jon 

“Cigarette Lobbyist & User of Eminent Domain to Steal a 78-year-old Widow’s Business   

for a Nightclub District that Never Got Built” Dalton looked more like in his bow tie. 

       
 

Dalton announced last Monday that he had interviewed two persons to replace Skip 

Mange, who resigned on September 15 from the Board of Aldermen. He would 

appointment a replacement but the Board of Alderpersons would have to approve the 

appointment. 

 

 He also stated that he was planning on making “changes on the Planning & Zoning 

Commission.” Of course this in another example of Dalton not doing his job. The terms 

of five members of the eight P&Z commissioners have expired, two over a decade ago.  

 

Here are the P&Z members and the date their term expires or has already expired. 

 

Chairman Ron Cima              term expired  02/14/15 

Vice Chair Andy Kuchan        term expires 02//22/20 

Dennis Bolazine                     term expired 05/14/05 

Mayor Jon Dalton                   term expires  04/01/21 

Ald. Tiffany Frautschi             term expires  04/01/21 

Shelia Munsell                        term expires 03/25/23 

Will McKnight                         term expires  03/11/23 

Paul Wirth                              term expired  04/28/18  

Dr. Gary Omell                       term expired  07/22/06 

Amanda Mueller                     term expired  02/23/19 
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 DALTON IS AGAINST ANY LETTERS TO COUNTY EXECUTIVE OVER LIBRARY 

DISTRICT’S EXPIRED TERMS FOR DIRECTORS.  Town and Country’s neighbor to 

the east, Frontenac turned down the St. Louis County Library plans for a massive 

headquarters, warehouse and truck storage on what is currently zoned residential.  

 

Officials in Frontenac were looking for support in their fight against the Library District 

buying four residential lots valued at $2.2-million for over $6-million and then proposing 

to build an 80,000 square foot headquarters building on Spoede Road between Clayton 

Road and I-64. The Frontenac Planning and Zoning Commission and Board of 

Aldermen voted against the plans, but since the Library District is a government agency 

they don’t have to follow local zoning laws. 

 

County Councilman and former police chief Tim Fitch {R} who represents the west 

county area including Frontenac, discovered that all the Library Board of Director’s 

terms have expired, some as long as seven years ago.  Fitch has asked the interim 

County Executive Dr. Sam Page (D)  (taking office after elected County Executive Steve 

Stenger was convicted in Federal Court of forcing contractors or person wanting county 

jobs to pay him or his campaign fund in a pay to play scheme) to replace all the 

directors.  

 

This is from out Newsletter #392: 

 

 
Term exp 6/15  Term Exp 6/19    Term Exp 06/12  Term Exp 06/14   Term Exp 06/13   

 

Frontenac asked for a letter from the City or a resolution to Dr. Sam Page urging him to 

replace the Library Board. 
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Town and Country Mayor Jon “Conflict of Interest” Dalton stated he was against 

sending anything to Page.  He added that he would not appreciate it if Page was 

making recommendations to him on how to do things in Town and Country.         

 

 

ANCHORS AWAY!  RESIDENT UNDER WATER AFTER HEAVY RAINS:   Charles 

Williams appeared at the start of the September 23 Board of Aldermen meeting 

pleading for help. 

 

Williams stated there was something more important than a “trail” sidewalk on Conway 

Road.  He stated that recent construction at the house at 13217 that included expanding 

the patio and removing brushes has flooded yards in the Pebble Acres subdivision. 

 

 
Williams’ home at 380 Pebble Acres Drive on a dry day. 

 

  
Back yard of his house and a neighbor’s house after a heavy rain. 
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His property is currently 25th on a list of 42 storm water projects meaning it would be at 

least six years before it would be at the top of list. 

 

Williams said that none of this occurred before the loss of green space and loss of 

absorbent plants at 13217 Conway Road. 

 

 
13217 Conway 

This is from the City reference the work done recently at 13217 Conway Road: 

 

This property has a permit for a renovation of the interior of the house. 

They are also resurfacing all the hardscapes (driveway, patio, etc.), this 

type of work did not require a permit. 
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Vallejo of the 13XX block of Westmeade Drive in Chesterfield was also charged with: 
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1)   Improper Lane Use 

2)   No Valid Drivers License 

 

 
Trisha Shreve is from House Springs, MO 

Scott Poirrier is a convicted felon drug dealer and ex-convict 

11/06/03    4-Counts Distribution of Drugs Guilty Probation Revoked        Jefferson CO 

                  5-years prison  

05/01/19    Driving White Suspended   pending                                         Belle Villa PD   

 

 
Francis lives on West Meadow Lane in Ellisville.  The protection order self renews and 

orders Francis to stay from, not to stalk or molest the female petitioner of go onto the 

campus of Marquette High School.  
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Bassin lived on Heathercroft Drive in Chesterfield, MO at the time of his 2016 divorce. 

He currently lives in a condo at 1511 Bedford Forge Court. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Thompson lives on Bayberry Drive in Berkley.   
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Dylan Fiedler is from Franklin CO and lives in St. Clair, MO. 

  Fielder 

 
Curtis Hula lives 14859 Grantley Place in Chesterfield. He purchased the house this 

year after his divorce in 2019 from Tina M. Hula. 
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Hula               House on Grantley Drive where assault took place 
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Carley Brown lives in Labadie, MO.  Two days after this arrest she was arrested for 

Drug Possession. 

 
 

TIME FOR CHESTERFIELD TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT VAPING AND VAPE 

STORE.  Don’t think it was by accident that a Vape Store (Blue Vapor 14796 Clayton 

Road) opened in the first retail space across the street and just west of Parkway West 

High School. 

 

 
 

It became clear that the store was located close to a school full of teenagers for a 

reason.  

 

Shortly after opening on January 16, 2019 the store’s owner Thomas Gilliam, 38, was 

cited by Chesterfield Police for Operating a Business without a License. At the same 
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time a clerk in the store, Zack Perino was cited for selling vaping products to a person 

under 18.  The City of Chesterfield turned a blind eye to the vaping problem and allowed 

the store to continued to stay open for 42 days before getting a city business license.  

 

Gilliam pled guilty on July 9, 2019 and was fined $175.  City prosecutor Tim Engelmeyer 

dropped the charges against Perino for Selling a Vape Device to an Underage Person.  

 

I have friends who work at high schools in St. Louis County and they tell me they have 

to keep the restrooms locked in between classes and have a staff member in them 

between classes to stop students from vaping. 

 

I have to wonder if the Parkway West PTO parents have just written off kids getting 

vaping products.  I think it would be inspiring if they picketed this place and from the 

sidewalk took photos of kids going in there. 

 

I have asked a couple member of the City Council why the city council isn’t tightening 

the screws with more ordinances controlling vape stores and making it harder for them 

to open near schools.  

 

“They will just go to St. Charles and buy the stuff,” is what both told me.  That is not 

exactly stepping up to the plate to address the problem.  Some city has to take the first 

step. Apparently Chesterfield leaders are not up to the task. 

 

The leaders in Montgomery County, Maryland are all up to doing something.  Here is 

information for a email I just received from Montgomery County Councilman Gabe 

Albornoz.  

 

Vaping has reached epidemic proportions among our youth. More than 3.6 million 
middle and high school students are currently using e-cigarettes. And, nearly 1 out of 5 
high schoolers and 1 out of 20 middle schoolers have been exposed to vaping…. 

ZTA 19-96 will prohibit new vape shops from opening within a half mile of a public or 
private middle or high school in Montgomery County. Vape shops now operating in 
those locations will be required to close within 24 months. The companion Bill 29-19, 
Health and Sanitation – Electronic Cigarettes – Distribution, will prohibit manufacturers 
of e-cigarettes from distributing them to retail stores within a half mile of a public or 
private middle or high school in Montgomery County…. 
  
Out of the 22 vape shops in Montgomery County, 19 are located within one-half mile of 
public and private middle and high schools. This is no coincidence. 
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Montgomery County, three high school students were hospitalized after vaping on 
school grounds. No one yet knows why vaping is causing these illnesses. There is 
simply no reason to make these products available in stores frequented by underage 
students. 
 
Wouldn’t it be nice if local governments would also pass similar laws regarding vape 

stores?  Perhaps you could email your local representative and make that suggestion. 

 

CHESTERFIELD PENDING DEVELOPMENTS: 

 

Description: A proposed one-story 5,400 square foot building and associated improvements for a lawn 

care company. 

Address: 318 N EATHERTON RD 

Ward: 4 

 

 
 

TOP GOLF 

Description: Proposed indoor skydiving facility 

Address: 16839 NORTH OUTER 40 RD 

Ward: 4  

Development Stage: Pending Review 
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Walnut Grill to Take Over Sybergs;  Sybergs to Fox & Hound Building 

 

 
Now 
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Planned based on existing Sunset Hills Walnut Grove Design 

 

 
Sybergs to move to old Fox & Hound (more space) 

 

CHASE BANK:  Just what the world and Chesterfield needs, another bank. 

Description: A Site Development Section Plan for a one-story, 3,500 sq. ft. bank building with a drive-up 

ATM and parking area. 

Address: 16985 CHESTERFIELD AIRPORT RD 

Ward: 4  

Development Stage: Pending Review 

Across the street from Target 
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CHESTERFIELD TO ADD SECOND CODE INSPECTOR TO THE POLICE 

DEPARTMENT.   The Public Safety Committee voted to add a second code 

enforcement officer to the police department due to volume. Chief Ray Johnson 

reported that the department has only one code enforcement officer who handles 500 or 

more complaints a year.  He added the Florissant and Wentzville each have three code 

enforcement officers. Starting pay would be at $43,664 with benefits. 

 

Chief Johnson in a memo stated that the department tries to obtain compliance which 

takes longer than verify a violation and issuing a citation.  

 

MEANWHILE MAYOR NATION THINKS POLICE OFFICERS ON PATROL 

REPORTING OBVIOUS HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE VIOLATIONS IS 

HARRASSING THE RESIDENTS. Prior to the vote Mayor Bob Nation said something 

that means on view violations seen by city employees should be ignored.  

 
“In the spirit of not wanting to harass the residents we wait until citizens make 

complaints,” said Nation.  This indicates that police officers are instructed to turn a blind 

eye to obvious code violations making citizens do the officers’ jobs.  This does not mean 

the police officer should take immediate action but they should not notify the code 

enforcement officer within their department when they see violations.     

 

With Mayor Nation making public statements that the police are to ignore violations just 

sets the city up for unnecessary litigation.  
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EMAIL BANK FRAUD:  I have been getting several emails claiming there has been 

improper activity on my account at M&T Bank and the account will be closed if I don’t 

provide  verification information and then gives a link. 

 

 
 

Here is the thing.  I don’t now nor have I ever had an account with M&T Bank even 

through it is located in Maryland and I lived there for 16 years.  

 

I did contact M&T Bank Security and was given their phishing report email at 

phishing@MTB.com 

 

AND THEN I GOT:  Yes it was a notification from American Express that my “preferred 

card” was being suspended and how I needed to click on a link to provide information to 

make it active. 

mailto:phishing@MTB.com
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Of course I have not had an American Express for over a decade since merchants in 

Europe quit taking them due to high charges. 

 

On this one they had three different places to click.  Another unsuccessful phishing trip!  

 

 ARE YOU GETTING TWO CALLS A DAY FROM AT&T?   I have an AT&T landline.  

One of the reasons is I’m old fashion.  The other reason is that I was doing interviews 

on talk radio stations and needed a land line.  

 

A couple of months ago we started getting soliciting calls from people claiming they 

were from AT&T. They weren’t selling phone service, but computer and cable/digital TV 

service. The calls came twice a day even after you asked them to remove your number 

from their list. 

 

At first I would have fun and ask the caller to tell me what AT&T originally stood for.  

They would either hang up or give the wrong answer. 
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The two calls a day would not stop.  One would come before noon and the other in the 

early evening.  

 

I called to complain and quickly found out that the telephone company does not like to 

give out their phone number.  After a long search I found a number that involved a 

number of prompts before reaching a human being. 

 

That person said the number that was calling 513-216-8511 was not an AT&T number. 

AT&T numbers would be 800-numbers.  He was wrong. 

 

I decided to write about this and tried to call an AT&T Media representative, but there 

was no numbers listed, just an email.  After several days AT&T Media Rep Mark Giga 

emailed me back.  If you are putting up with these calls here is some information:   

 

From: GIGA, MARK [mailto:mg985a@att.com]  

Sent: Friday, September 20, 2019 8:50 AM 

To: John Hoffmann 

Subject: RE: today's second call 

Good morning, John, 

 

I apologize for not getting to this sooner, but I think there’s a simple explanation (and solution) 

for these calls. 

 

A few minutes ago I called the 513 number you listed below to see what happens. After a 

couple of prompts a recorded message says (paraphrasing), “You were contacted on behalf of 

AT&T about new and exciting promotions. Please visit att.com to learn more.” Whether that is a 

legitimate marketing calling on behalf of AT&T, I don’t know. But they do give the correct 

address for our website and no one is asking for any personal information (always a red flag). 

 

The next automated message asks, “If you wish to be placed on our do not call list stay on the 

line.” Following that a recording reads back your phone number and then you have the option 

of adding it to their do not call list. If you want the calls to end  I suggest you give that a try this 

morning and see if that works (it may take a day or two to completely end the calls). 

 

Falling that, you can report the calls as spam through an AT&T site here. Entering unwanted 

numbers here triggers an investigation on our end that may ultimately lead to the number 

being blocked. 

 

https://www.att.com/esupport/report-call-or-text.html
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Finally, as an AT&T landline customer you can block up to ten numbers by dialing *60 after the 

unwanted call. This feature is called Call Block, Call Screening or Call Blocker, depending on 

where you live. 

 

Hopefully one of these options should help you end the calls. If not, please let me know and 

we’ll see what other options we have. 

 

Have a nice weekend, 

 

Mark 

 

GUESS WHO I RAN INTO?  I was at the Old Webster Jazz festival last to hear the last 

act, which was most of Jim Manley’s old group Wild Cool and Swinging with Arvell 

Keithley on the vocals. Who should show up for the second half of the concert, grab my 

shoulders and then sit with me? 

 

  It was former Town and Country City Administrator and then 

police chief Gary Hoelzer. I talked with Gary for 20 minutes.  Gary retired after 37 years 

in law enforcement and took a job that was basically very similar to that of police chief, 

but pays better. Gary is the chief of security for Edward Jones at their three main 

corporate buildings, in Des Peres, Maryland Heights and in Arizona with 80-plus retired 

police officers under him. He has full retirement and 401K benefits with Town and 

Country. Contrary the LTL(Laura the Liar) Bauer’s campaign flyer that falsely claimed 

that pressure from Alderwomen Tiffany Frautschi and Lindsey Butler forced Hoelzer to 
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resign, in fact Gary retired to take a better paying job and still provide for his family in 

years to come, plus he shortened his commute from Webster Groves by 10 minutes.      

 

A BLAST FROM THE PAST  There was been a story in the Post-Dispatch last week of 

Irvin Gardner (61) of 802 N. Rock Hill Road trying to kill a person renting a room at his 

house for stealing spoons.  Gardner repeatedly stabbed the victim telling him he was 

going to kill him and bury his body in the backyard.  When I was the lone police 

detective in Rock Hill during the 1970s I had regular encounters with Gardner. Below is 

what I wrote as a comment at the end of the Post-Dispatch article.  

 

 Irvin has been a felon since he turned 17. Back in the 70s I was a cop in Rock Hill when Irvin was getting 

arrested regularly for drug and theft charges. In 1978 I was a det. sgt. and developed a strong burglary 

case on Irvin that depended on two witnesses identifying him and testifying against him. Most people in 

the African-American neighborhoods were afraid to come-in on him for fear of retaliation. However I 

had a husband and wife, both school teachers, who reluctantly agreed to step forward.  

I could not get a fair line-up of similar looking people at short notice after I had arrested Irvin. I arranged 

with officers in St. Louis to use inmates in the Police Department's hold over at 12th and Clark. I had a 

uniform officer take Irvin and I drove the teachers to city police HQ. They easily picked him out of a 

lineup of six.  

I drove them home while the uniform officer took Irvin back to the station. There Irvin assaulted the 

officer right after he removed the handcuffs and made it out the main door. We didn't see him again for 

six months until he was arrested on our warrants in Kansas City, Kansas. He did prison time. After getting 

out he continued to commit serious crimes near where he lived in his mother's house on North Rock Hill 

Road, He most recently did a year in jail for a burglary after serving 20-years on his second conviction for 

Armed Robbery.  

I was out of town for 25 years, come back and 14 years later Irvin is still committing serious felonies. At 

this point he really needs to spend the rest of his life in jail.  

   
I wish I had Gardner’s mug shot back when he was 20. 
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 802 N Rock Hill Rd 

The house at 802 N. Rock Hill Road has been in Garner’s mother’s name (Victoria 

Gardner) for decades. Taxes have not been paid on the house for the last two years.   

 

 
 

Here is part of his arrest and conviction record.  

 

09/18/19     Felony Assault & Armed Criminal Action  pending           Rock Hill PD 

02/07/18     Felony Assault  (pending trial date 12/06/19)                    Rock Hill PD 

07/02/16     Burglary & Receiving Stolen Property Guilty 1-year jail    Rock Hill PD 

10/28/94     Armed Robbery & Armed Criminal Action  Guilty              Rock Hill PD 

                   Jury Trial  20-years prison 

02/17/87     Misd Drug Possession   Guilty  25 days jail 

01/29/81     Burglary & Stealing  Guilty   6-years prison                       St. Louis CO Court 

1978           Burglary & Stealing and Escape Custody Guilty prison     Rock Hill PD                               

 

CARTOONS: 
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